This paper discusses information security of a business organization using a time-based mathematical deterministic model. The model addresses key features of a business organization from the point of view of information security and calculates the level of information security based on quantitative values. Next, the introduced model is used to evaluate the level of information security that could be achieved for known threats within a given budget. For this reason, an optimization problem of safeguard implementation is formulated and an optimization method based on dynamic programming is used to address the issue. Two samples, local and global security metrics, defined in the model are described and one of them is used in optimizing safeguard implementation.
Introduction
In a business organization, there are business processes and information systems supporting them [4, 5] . Each business process should lead to a presupposed financial result.
Information systems are vulnerable to a great number of risks [5] . Risks can occur repeatedly and each time the level of threat may be different. To counter threats business organizations use information system safeguards. Each safeguard has distinct characteristics determining the intensity of protection [5] . An organization's security policy determines when and which safeguard to apply to the information system and at what intensity. Some safeguards are implemented at the beginning of the business process. Later, additional safeguards can be implemented. The length of the protection period is known. The occurrence of a threat causes losses to the business process [5] .
Costs of safeguard comprise the cost of implementation and maintenance costs (calculated for each time period). Each organization has a budget. In each time period the budget of a business organization is increased by the anticipated financial effects of business processes and reduced by costs of implementation and maintenance of safeguards as well as losses resulting from the occurrence of threats. A business organization should establish a financial limit for implementing and maintaining safeguards [5] .
Deterministic mathematical model of information security
In the model, according to the rules of constructing mathematical models [2] , we consider a period of time divided into periods labelled with variables 1, . t T =
We will use P to indicate the number of business processes. There is a financial effect connected with each business process. We will denote by ( ) p L t the financial effect for a business process 1, p P = in time period t , calculated without safeguards implemented and without danger events. In this particular situation, the financial effect may occur in only one period of time, when the process is completed in this period or earlier, and followed by a one-off payment.
Information systems are frequently exposed to threats [3, 5] . We will use V to indicate the number of types of threats. Threat events have different levels of intensity. We will use ( ) v X t to denote the intensity level of threat
The vector of intensity levels in time period t is designated as
The process of threat occurrence can be described by
which means a history of threat occurrences until time period t .
Organizations use information system safeguards to counter threats [3, 5] . An organization's security policy determines which safeguards will be implemented, at what intensity and when. There are safeguards implemented before the start of a business process. After the occurrence of a threat, additional safeguards can be implemented. We will use I to denote the number of different types of safeguards. Each safeguard has its distinct intensity. We will designate through i O the intensity of the safeguard 1 
1 0 We will use
to denote an exclusion of simultaneous implementation of safeguard i and safeguard j , where 1 III j i ψ = means that safeguard i cannot be implemented when safeguard j is being implemented and 0
means that safeguard i can be implemented when safeguard j is being implemented. The exclusion of simultaneous functioning of safeguards can be described as follows: 
The exclusion of simultaneous implementation and functioning of safeguards can be described as follows:
The exclusion of simultaneous implementation of safeguards can be described as follows:
If there is no possibility of simultaneous functioning of safeguards i and j, the following condition must be true:
( ) ( ) 2 1, :
If there is no possibility of simultaneous functioning of safeguards i and implementation of safeguard j , the following condition must be true:
If there is no possibility of simultaneous implementation of safeguards i and j , the following condition must be true:
Cost of safeguard comprises the costs of implementation and maintenance costs. Depending on when an organization starts implementation, these costs fall into different categories. Our model assumes that these costs are grouped into one cost variable. We will use ( ) , p i e n t to denote the cost of safeguard i for a business process p in time period t , if implementation started in time period n . For a business organization, the financial aspect of information security is the most important factor [3, 5] . We will denote by ( ) , p K t  the cost of safeguard implemented for a business process p till time period t using a matrix of implementation decisions described by  (cumulative cost). We will use
denote no impact on safeguards implemented before the analyzed time is considered. Hence, the cumulative cost of safeguards for a business process p can be described as follows:
Each occurrence of a threat has financial impact on business processes [5] . We will use ( ) ( )
to denote the value that reduces the financial effect of a business process p in time period t , with a history of threat occurrences ( )
, and with an implementation decision matrix  . We will denote by ( , ) p M t  the change of the financial effect for a business process p until time period t , with an implementation decision matrix  (cumulative).
It will be assumed that
The change of a financial effect takes into account the cost of threat occurrences
, and for a business process p in time period t it can be described as: 
Each organization has a budget [5] . The budget depends on financial effects, safeguard costs and financial losses. We will use It is increased by financial effects of business processes, and reduced by safeguard costs and financial losses. The budget of an organization in time period t can be described as follows: In a business organization, the safeguard budget is known from the beginning and its set for each time period, however, sometimes it can depend on the organization's budget, e.g.
In time period t the organization cannot spend on safeguard implementation and maintenance more than the value of the safeguard budget for time period t increased by untapped safeguard budget from previous time periods. Thus, the following condition must be true:
1, : ,
Our model allows to define local and global metrics. In this paper two local and two global metrics are defined. We will use ( ) 
L t t c t O e c t t b t O e t t
Let us note that ( ) ( ) The second local metric is a number of threats causing financial loss in time period t , with implementation matrix S. This metric is described as ( ) , t λ  and can be calculated as follows: 
The global metric connected to ( ) , t λ  is the number of threats causing financial loss in analyzed time. This metric is described as ( ) T, Λ  and can be calculated as follows:
These are only examples of metrics which can be used later to perform the optimization of safeguard implementation.
Optimization of safeguard implementation
Safeguard implementation is designed to maximize the level of information security of a business organization throughout the analyzed period. This section illustrates how to select security safeguards knowing the history of threats. The result of this analysis can be a starting point to compare the effects of the undertaken safeguards to the effects of optimal safeguard implementation. Threat history can also be used to predict future actions. Knowing the history of threats in the analyzed time period, the optimization problem of global metric ( ) (1), (2), (3) and (4).
Dynamic programming [1] is one of the methods of solving decision problems, including multistage problems. Dynamic programming involves breaking down a complex problem into a set of simple subproblems. The optimal solution to a problem must be a function of optimal solutions to subproblems. Every subproblem is solved only once. Discrete dynamic programming can be applied when:
• A problem can be divided into periods (stages), in each period an optimal decision must be made.
• A set of applicable states of a process is defined at each stage.
• As a result of decision making, each stage is a transformation of the current state into the next level stage.
•
Following
Bellman's principal of optimality, at each stage, the optimal decision for next stages is independent of decisions taken in the previous stages. To apply dynamic programming in a given optimization problem, some assumptions were taken:
• Let the time of deployment be independent of time period of implementation start ( ) 1, I; t 1, :
. • Let ( )
p n Φ   be independent of past threats.
• Let 1, : 1
II i i
i I ψ ∀ = = , which means that the safeguard cannot be implemented and function in one time period. We will use 1 N T = + to indicate the number of stages of dynamic programming in a given optimization problem. The stages are enumerated from 1 to 1 T + . The process state can be defined as 1 1 n, ,..., , w ,..., w , D
where i q is the number of time periods after which safeguard i stops functioning; i w is the number of time periods after which safeguard i will start functioning, and D is the financial limit for the cost of implementation and maintenance of safeguards at a given stage ( )
We will use 
The algorithm for dynamic programming in the current optimization problem can be described as follows: 1. Let : 
Conclusions
This article presents a comprehensive information security model of a business organization. The model is time-based, because information security requires business continuity planning. The analysis shows that the problem of safeguard implementation can be resolved using a dynamic programming method. It is crucial for business organizations to plan and use budget by applying proper methods. Inefficient use of financial resources can cause an incorrect information security level. Our model and optimization method can be used to implement effective strategies to safeguard data. Dynamic programming was chosen because in comparison to the brute force search method it allows to solve bigger problems. Table 1 shows the number of calculations required to obtain an optimal solution using the dynamic programming method and the brute force search method, depending on T with assumptions: 2 I = , 
Deterministyczny model czasowy bezpieczeństwa informacyjnego organizacji biznesowej
A. CHOJNACKI, G. PIENIĄŻEK W artykule omówiono bezpieczeństwo informacyjne w organizacji biznesowej z wykorzystaniem deterministycznego modelu matematycznego opartego na przedziałach czasowych. Model odnosi się do kluczowych cech organizacji biznesowej z punktu widzenia bezpieczeństwa informacyjnego i oblicza poziom bezpieczeństwa informacyjnego w oparciu o miary ilościowe. Następnie wprowadzony model jest wykorzystany do oceny poziomu bezpieczeństwa informacyjnego, które może być osiągnięte dla znanych zagrożeń przy określonym budżecie. Z tego powodu został sformułowany problem optymalizacyjny wdrażania zabezpieczeń, a następnie przedstawiono sposób rozwiązania tego problemu oparty o metodę programowania dynamicznego. Dwie miary bezpieczeństwa informacyjnego, lokalna i globalna, zostały opisane w modelu matematycznym, natomiast jedna z miar została użyta w zadaniu optymalizacyjnym.
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